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•

RESIST Board Meeting Minutes
August 3, 2008

Present: Kay, Yafreisy, Jim, Nikhil, Robin, Malika (non-voting),Christy (non-voting), Camilo, Jen
1. Introductions
2. Agenda Review
No political discussion today, unless idea emerges from grant discussion
3.

June Minutes approved

4.

Grants
See Robin's spreadsheet

5. Grants Review/Reflection
A lot of applications people weren't excited about

Let's revisit the question of whether $500 isn't worth giving
Good to have variety of board experiences and viewpoints
Deferred some even though this is a light cycle. Is this good?

•

Should we give UNETE and DREAM in Action a hell yes designation, in addition to the hell yes for
Carolina Justice Policy Center? Yes on UNETE, No on DREAM
Designated Carolina Justice Policy Center as the Ken Hale Tribute grant
Over-budget by $11,000. Voted to swallow $7,500 this time and cut across the board from the rest, except
for multi-year's and the $500's.
Discussion showed the depth of the board. Skilled, experienced, connected.
Possible discussion topic: why funders are abandoning places like Idaho (red states).
Possible discussion topic: relation of art/cultural work to organizing
Retreat topic: RESIST niche and what is means specifically about who we fund. Why that niche. What it
is. Maybe bring in some non-board members for part of the retreat.
Confirmed: No political discussion today. We go home early.
6.

Lunch

7.

Personnel

Evaluation of Robin and Yafreisy is done and they are amazing.

•

Evaluation of Malika and Christy will be completed for the October meeting. It's a 2-step process, so now
in the second step .
Evaluation suggested need for a discussion of committees: what they do, how decisions are made and
who makes them at what level of Resist, etc. Another possible topic to address at a retreat.

•

Kay handed out notes on questions about committees and what they do. (See attachment to these
minutes.)
Some committee roles added to the list: preparing topics for fruitful discussions at board meetings
(including preparing proposals), carrying out board-assigned tasks (implementation), sounding board for
staff, oversight, brainstorming
Do some committees need more people?
Jen is joining the grants committee
Exec./personnel comm. is revising the evaluation procedures and will bring to board in October to prepare
for 2009 evaluation.
8. Finance Committee
See handouts attached to these minutes.

Bottom line: we are about $25 ,000 behind. Anticipated we will have $48k more for end-of-year deficit
than anticipated, if no action.
9. Fundraising Committee
See handouts attached to these minutes.

Malika explained the unanticipated deficit and what we will do about it.

•

Pledge income lags due to glitches in the capabilities of the donor program and a lag in identifying this
issue during the staff transition. People were falling through the cracks. Malika and Yafreisy are
following up to recapture them. Database has been upgraded to fix the problem. Malika will attend 3-day
training and Resist will also get 2-3 hours of individual consulting. Decision to do this based on staff
discussion following Fundraising Committee meeting. Major changes in the programming are making the
pledge program much more accurate and effective.
Unsolicited income also lags, but this appears to be connected with the timing of one major donation.
Fundraising Committee us talking about ramping up the major donor work gradually. Discussion of this
at the board meeting.
Fundraising Committee is researching possible foundation donors.
Fundraising Committee is brainstorming, but more for 2009 than for 2008.
Investment income is down due to the state of the capitalist economy in which we operate.
Number of donors is up, but the size of the average gift is down.
Will move up the November acquisition mailing so we can re-solicit new donors with the December
renewal mailing.

•

Board fundraising line item: does not include pledge income. Just extraordinary income from board
efforts. Should it include all? Finance Committee will look at this .
Noted: Staff did not get back to the Fundraising Committee in a timely manner when it took another route
to the professional development question than the committee had recommended.

•

10. Communications Committee
Christy had to leave before this because her family was stranded at the airport .
Upcoming newsletter issue will be on criminal justice.
Maternity leave: Christy will be out for 3 months. Using some comp time. She will complete the current
newsletter (hard copy and e-version). Working with consultant to lay out Nov/Dec. newsletter with Robin
as liaison. May ask 10 grantees to each write on their plans/hopes for 2009 (in part in light of a new
president, whoever that will be).
Committee is functioning well, with lots of ideas.

11. Grants Committee
Whaling (wailing? waling?) away at to do list.
New application forms now on the Resist Web site.
Outreach to KY, TN, and ID is yielding new applicants. Outreach to RI (and other places) on immigration
raids is also expected to yield applicants.
August cycle was encouraging regarding quality: many full grants awarded.

12. Board R&R Committee
Will meet when Cynthia returns

•

Prospects for new board members: Maibi suggested lots of names, and list will be reviewed. Dimple Rana
(long-time activist, formerly with PRISM--needs to find a job first), Sarath. Nikhil suggests Joo-Hyun
Kang from NYC (Korean-American who was at Astrea. Trishala Deb.
Some new board members ready to come on when we bring on more people of color.
Board asks committee to begin planning a retreat.

13. Change of Date for Next Board Meeting
Robin will survey the board for Sept. 28 and Oct. 12 because we know at least four people can't come on
Oct. 5.

14. Review Reflect
Went smoothly
August is expected to be small, but absences were felt of the individual voices: Maibi, Carol S. 's humor.
Etc.
Should we relax our diversity guidelines in the interest of bringing on new people, esp. for committee
work?
Carol is back from leave; Leila is not. Carol Gomez has missed many meetings since joining the board.
Missed having a political discussion .

•

15. Adjourn

RESIST Finance Narrative
January 1, 2008, to June 30, 2008

•

Accompanies Statement ofNet Assets and Statement ofActivities
BIG PICTURE
Our net income (income less expenses) for January 1, 2008, through June 30, 2008, was a loss of about
$153,862. In our annual budget for this time period, we expected to have a net loss of $128,662.
Income is lower than expected by $33,834 (although it is offset by receipt of a bequest for $9,303).
Expenses are approximately $670 more than anticipated. This means we have a difference of
approximately $25,200 between where we expected to be at this time and where we actually are. For the
most part, revenue is down in pledges approximately $11,090, ABC/House mailings is down $6,192, and
unsolicited donations are down about $11,376.
Bottom line: Based on these figures, the Finance Committee has no recommendations for amending the
annual budget or revising operating plans for the year.

STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS {ITEM A)

•

At this time, we have assets of approximately $463,137. This is about $56,500 less than we had in 2007.
The decrease in assets is primarily due to: 1) lower than expected revenue for this period in time; and 2)
an increase in personnel expenses ..

STATEMENT OF NET ACTIVITIES {ITEM B)
Revenue:
Revenue is about $33,834 lower than budgeted: $198,410 actual vs. $232,243 in the budget.

Gifts and Pledges: $20,556 lower than budgeted

•

•

Internal mailing contributions are approximately $16,443 less than budgeted. Income from the
pledge program is approximately $11,090 lower than expected and appeals to current donors are
$6,192 lower than expected. Revenue from the Newsletter is about $838 more than expected.

•

Prospect mailing contributions are $6,623 higher than expected.

•

Special Contributions are $11,101 lower than budgeted. Unsolicited contributions were lower
than expected ($11,376 under budget). This is primarily due to a donation of almost $15,000
received last year that was budgeted to come in at this point in time and has not been received yet.

•

Investment Income: $13,602 less than budgeted
•

Interest and dividends are $2,660 higher than budgeted.

•

Realized gains or losses on the sale of investments are $821 more than budgeted.

•

Unrealized gains or losses on investments are $17,083 less than budgeted.

Expenses:
Expenses are about $670 more than budgeted: $361,575 actual vs. $360,905 in the budget.

Fundraising expenses: $1,866 more than budgeted

•

•

Internal mailing costs are about $4,069 more than the budgeted amount. This reflects an increase
in consulting costs for Nancy Greenhouse and increased printing costs for ABC/House mailings.

•

Prospect mailing costs are $1,817 less than expected.

•

Other Fundraising Costs are approximately $386 less than expected due to lower printing costs
and no event costs thus far.

Program expenses: $15,489 less than budgeted
•

Grants Program expenses are $715 less than budgeted.

•

Grant Awards are under budget by $18,410.

•

Newsletter costs are $3,704 more than budgeted. This reflects increased printing and postage
costs as a result of an increase in subscribers. And an increase in the consultants, photos and
graphics line item.

•

Web site expenses are $68 less than budgeted.

Administrative Expenses: $14,293 more than budgeted

•

•

General and administrative expenses are $3,654 more than budgeted. This reflects an increase in
costs for supplies as a result of having new staff, and the lease of a new copier and postage
machine.

•

Personnel and Health Insurance expenses are $10,752 more than budgeted. This primarily
reflects Carol's severance package and higher payroll taxes and insurance due to the staff size
mcrease .

•

RESIST, INC.
Statement of Activities - Short Form
For the Periods Ended June 30, 2008 and 2007
YEAR
END
FORECA
T

YTD
ACTUAL

YTD
BUDGET

+/-

ANNUAL

June 30, 2008

June 30, 2008

BUDGET

BUDGET

$

$

$382,000
55,000
167,150
8,000
612,150

$ 338,5~
66,5:
115,0~

220,505

$ (16,443)
6,623
(11,101)
365
(20,556)

5,754

2,660

11,500

16,8:

4,302

(16,262)

8,600

2,007
198,410

10,056
1,682
232,243

(13,602)
325
(33,833)

20,100
4,700
636,950

(7,091)
5,2,
518,3:

16,269
23,533
822
40,624

12,200
25,350
1,208
38,758

4,069
(1,817)
(386)
1,866

24,400
50,700
4,025
79,125

31 ,7:
47,0(
1,5~
80,3~

121 ,140
1,509
20,431
812
143,892

139,550
2,224
16,727
880
159,381

(18,410)
(715)
3,704
(68)
(15,489)

272,100
3,800
33,500
1,750
311,150

248,3 :
3,0:
40,8~
1,6 :
293 ,8(

131,330
44,904
825
177,059
361,575

120,578
41,250
938
162,766
360,905

10,752
3,654
(113)
14,293
670

241,150
75,631
1,865
318,646
708,921

241,1 ,
83,7~
1,6,
326,Y
700,7(

UPPORT AND REVENUES

Gifts and Pledges
Internal Mailings
Prospecting Mailings
Special Contributions
Special Events Income
Total Gifts and Pledges
Investment Income
Interest and Dividend Income
Realized and Unrealized Gain/(Loss)

127,151
38,223
34,210
365
199,949
8,414

(11 ,960)

143,594
31,600
45,311

520, U

{23,9072

Total Investment Income
Other Support and Revenue
OTAL SUPPORT AND REVENUES
UNCTIONAL EXPENSES
Fundraising Costs
Internal Mailings
.
rospecting Mailings
Other Fundraising
Total Fundraising Costs
Program Services
Grant Awards
Grant Program
Newsletter Costs
Website and Internet
Total Program Services
Administrative Costs
Personnel
General and Administrative
Board Expenses
Total Administrative Costs
OTAL FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

(3,546)

HANGE IN NET ASSETS
XTRAORDINARY DONATIONS
OTAL INCREASE (DECREASE) IN NET
SSETS

(163,165)
9,303

(128,662)

(34,503)
9,303

(71,971)
30,000

(182,427)
30,0(

(153,862)

(128,662)

(25,200)

(41,971)

(152,427)

ET ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
ET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

•

617,000
$
463,138

$

617,000

617,000

617,0(

488,338

$575,029

$ 464,Y

•

RESIST, INC .
Statements Cash Flows
For the Period Ended June 30, 2008 and 2007
YTDAT
June 30, 2008 and
2007
Cash Flows from Operating Activities:
Change in Net Assets

•

Adjustments to Reconcile the Above to Net Cash Provided
(Used) by Operating Activities:
Investment Income
Realized and Unrealized (Gains) and Losses on
Investments
Depreciation Expense
Changes in Assets & Liabilities:
Grants Receivable
Prepaid Expenses, Inventory and Other Current Assets
Grants Payable
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses
Accrued Payroll and Related Costs
Net Cash Provided (Used) By Operating Activities

(8,414)
11,960

158
2,285
(16,888)
384
(164,378)

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Purchases of Property and Equipment
Net (Purchase) Sale of Investments
Net Cash Provided (Used) By Investing Activities

14,689
14,689

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Equivalents

(149,689)

Cash and Equivalents, Beginning of Period

147,525

Cash and Equivalents, End of Period

•

(153,863)

(2,164)

•

RESIST, INC .
Statement of Financial Position
June 30, 2008 and 2007

2008

2007

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash
Investments
Grants Receivable, Current
Prepaid Expenses, Inventory and Other Current
Assets
Total Current Assets

$

(2,165)
520,685
10,000

6,034
606,228

3,726

4,152

2,230
2,230

2,230
2,230

OTHER ASSETS
Grants Receivable, Long-Term
Deposits
Total Other Assets
Total Assets

$

45,180
534,097
20,917

11,937
540,457

Property and Equipment, Net

•

$

546,413

$

612,610

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Grants Payable
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses
Accrued Payroll and Related Costs
Total Liabilities
NET ASSETS
Net Assets, Beginning of Year
Change in Net Assets
Net Assets, End of Year

•

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

$69,000
3,269
11,007
83,276

$81,000
3,042
8,932
92,974

617,000
{153,863}
463,137

555,001
{35,364}
519,637

$546,413

$612,611

•

•

•

Stream of Revenue Budget and Income Forecast
Stream of Revenue
(means ·or solicitation)
Pledge (monthly letter)
Newsletter (bimonthly nl)
Renewal Mailing (4x/yr)

-$13,653.00
$771.00
-$1534.00

(+/-) Budget YearEnd
-$17,000.00
$1,571.00
-$4,203.00

Prospect Mailing (2x/yr)
Unsolicited/Major Donors

$5,854.00
-$10,893.00

$9,813.00
-$10,000.00

-$14,952.00
-$33, 726.00

-$5,000.00
-$6,135.00
-$20,725.00
-$57 ,030.00

Foundations
Events
Investments
Total Revenue

(+/-) Budget Today

Why

Plan for Aug-Dec 08

Resist data maintenance
Readership expansion/timing
Timing/Economy

In-house letter/training
Keep it up
Move up Nov prospect,
resolicit donors
Resend control mailing
In-house letter/fund
committee work
Fund committee work
Fund committee work

Unknown/budget expectations
Tom Knoche/40 th major
gifts/budgeting
Budgeting
Budgeting
Economy

5 year comparison: Total Giving,# Donors, Average Gift Amount
Mid Year and End of Year

Year

Mid-year
Amount

Mid-year
# Donors

2004
2005
2006
2007
(40th)
2008

$267,380.55
$230,730.09
$219,494.91
$263,156.30

1899
2106
1902
2339

Average
Gift
Mid-yr
$123.73
$95.46
$98.61
$96.11

$244,761.10

2611

$80.73

End-of-year
Amount
$604,227.99
$586,164.00
$589,010.46
$752,266.47

End-ofyear#
Donors
3691
3872
3747
4761

Average
Gift
End-yr
$127.99
$122.79
$121.24

•

August 2008
Grant Requests and Proxy

Multi-Year
Renewals
1. ADAPT- Colorado

$3,000

201 South Cherokee, Denver, CO 80223
Babs Johnson
303/733-9324
www.adapt.org
Year 3 of multi-year general support for an organization empowering people with disabilities to integrate with
full
and equal rights into all parts of society.
Decision:

Full

2. Peace Through Interamerican Community Action
$3,000
170 Park Street, Bangor, ME 04401
Jonathan Falk
207/947-4203
info@pica.ws www.pica.ws
Year 3 of multi-year general support to engage in anti-sweatshop, labor rights and solidarity organizing.

Decision:

•

Full

3. Prison and Jail Project
$3,000
P.O. Box 6749, Americus, GA 31709
John Cole Vodicka
229/928-2080
pjp@sowega.net
Year 2 of multi-year general support to challenge the corrupt and racist criminal justice system in southwest
Georgia .

Decision:

Full

4. Vermont Workers' Center
$3,000
P.O. Box 883, Montpelier, VT 05601
James Haslam
802/229-0009
www.workerscenter.org
Year 2 of multi-year general support for a workers rights group organizing for economic justice, including
livable wages, affordable health care and humane workplaces.

Decision:

Full

New
5. DREAM in Action
$3,000
3450 Hill Road, Boise, ID 83703
Fernando Mejia
208/830-0313
fernandomejia@mail.boisestate.edu
Multi-year funding to use direct organizing campaigns to build power and win campaigns for immigrant justice.

Decision:
Full Multi-Year
Comments:
They have a mix of strategies. Great references .

•

•

General Support
Community Organizing/ Anti-Racism
6. Asian American Resource Workshop
$3,000
33 Harrison Avenue, 5th floor, Boston, MA 02111
Michael Liu
617/426-5313 www.aarw.org
To empower Asian Americans for full participation in U.S. society and around issues of peace, justice and
equality.

Decision:
Full
Comments:
Have had a hard time, but are coming back now.
7. Harry Potter Alliance
Defer
19 Porter Street, #2, Somerville, MA 02143
Andrew Slack
617/943-9434 http://thehpalliance.org
To educate and mobilize young people around social justice issues by drawing on parallels from the Harry
Potter books.
Decision:
Defer
Comments:
Need more references. Defer until October. Interesting way to capture new populations. Call Kate Kroeger and
American Jewish World Service.

•

8. Ile: Organizing for Consciousness-in-Action
PMB #117, 200 Avenue Rafael Cordero, #140, Caguas, PR 00725
Maria Reinat-Pumarejo
.
.
.
www.conc1encrn-en-acc1on.org
For anti-racist community organizing and Latino/a development, primarily in Puerto Rico.

$1,000
787/671-4826

Decision:
Partial
Comments:
Trainings are important. Need more examples of groups that they train and then go out and take action. Could
call Global Fund for Women in the future.
9. Sex Workers Outreach Project - USA
$1,500
912 Cole Street, #2, San Francisco, CA 94117
Robyn Few
877/2004
www.swopusa.org
To organize for the fundamental human rights of sex workers and their communities, focusing on ending
violence and stigma through education and advocacy.

Decision:
Partial
Comments:
Reframe prostitution as a health and safety issue- get around issue of morality. Fit in to a broader movement for
social justice, but did not articulate a radical vision.

Economic Justice

•

10. Operation Welcome Home
$3,000
1227 Spaight Street, #1, Madison, WI 53703 Cynthia Lin 608/695-3757 www.operationwelcomehome.info
For a collaborative of homeless and previously homeless people of color working for social justice and selfdetermination .

Decision:
Full
Comments:
Have done a lot in one year. Good analysis re: day laborers. New and at a critical juncture.

Environmental Justice
•

11. Citizen Action New Mexico
P.O. Box 4276, Albuquerque, NM 87196-4276
Dave McCoy
505/262-1862
www.radfreenm.org
To advocate for clean up of nuclear waste sites at the Sandia National Laboratories and provide information
about the impact of nuclear weapons waste and the nuclear industry on human health and the environment.

Decision:
No
Comments:
After 9 years they only have 35 people on their active alert list. References are mixed. Work is essential to
organizing, but where does the organizing come in?
12. United Mountain Defense
$500
P.O. Box 20363, Knoxville, TN 37920 Matt Landon
865/257-4029 www.unitedmountaindefense.org
To protect Tennessee's environment and people from the degradation of land that results from the mountain top
removal process of coal mining.

Decision:
Partial
Comments:
Are engaged in activism, but not clear they are doing organizing. How do they relate to other mountain top
removal groups?

Health/AIDS/Disability Rights

•

13. Freedom Center
$3,000
P.O. Box 623, Northampton, MA 01062
Will Hall
413/210-2803
www.freedom-center.org
To unite people with severe mental illness to organize against psychiatric abuse and oppression and to promote
alternatives to mainstream care.

Decision:
Full
Comments:
Still seem to be doing cutting edge work. How do they create bridges between activists and service workers?

Labor Rights
14. UNETE, Center for Farm Worker Advocacy
P.O. Box 8408, Medford, OR 97504
Dagoberto Morales
To work for dignity and justice for farmworkers and immigrants.

541/245-1625

$3,000
unete@nu-world.com

Decision:
Full Hell Yes!
Comments:
Very dependent on grants. Great references.

Media Activism

•

15. Community Media Organizing Project
$1,500
2921 Kennilworth Lane, Knoxville, TN 37917
Melody Reeves 865/540-17 59 mreeves7@comcast.net
For a partnership of seven grassroots community-based organizations in the southeast who have joined together
to increase their capacity for using the media as an organizing tool.

Decision:
Partial
Comments:
Comes out of need expressed by community based organizations. Do trainings and stay involved.

•

16. HONK!
$1,000
100 Jackson Street, Cambridge, MA 02140
Kevin Leppmann
617/908-9514
www.honkfest.org
To support activist street bands that utilize the potential of music to spread awareness of peace and justice issues
to a diverse audience.

Decision:
Partial
Comments:
Act as a resource to organizers- bring attention to demonstrations by people who may not be part of the "choir."

Peace/Anti-Militarism
17. Nuclear Resister
$500
P.O. Box 43383, Tucson, AZ 85733
Jack Cohen-Joppa
520/323-8697 www.nuclearesister.org
To publish the Nuclear Resister which chronicles anti-nuclear/anti-war arrests and provides support for
imprisoned activists.

Decision:
Partial
Comments:
Mostly 2 people. Old fashioned organizing. Not clear how new people are brought in. Work still has a role.
18. American Friends Service Committee - Vermont
$3,000
73 Main St., Box 19, Montpelier, VT 05602
Joseph Gainza
802/229-2340
www.afscvt.org
To increase the capacities of individuals and communities for peace building, social and economic justice.

•

Decision:
Comments:

Full

19. Eugene PeaceWorks
$500
454 Willamette Street, #205, Eugene, OR 97401
Phil Weaver 541/343-8548 www.eugenepeaceworks.org
To work locally for global peace and environmental justice through direct action and mutual empowerment.

Decision:
Partial
Comments:
Mixed references. Not clear how they involved youth in their work.
20. Washington Peace Center
Defer
P.O. Box 50032, Washington, DC 20091
Sonia Silbert 202/234-2000 www.washingtonpeacecenter.org
To work for peace, justice and non-violent social change in the Washington, DC area.

Decision:
Defer
Comments:
Almost all white. Working to change their Board. Activist calen~ar widely used. Need more references.

Prisoners Rights

•

21. Carolina Justice Policy Center
$3,000
P.O. Box 309, Durham, NC 27702-0309
Charmaine Fuller 919/682-1149 www.justicepolicycenter.org
To promote death penalty reform, alternatives to incarceration and fair criminal justice policies in North
Carolina .

Decision:
Full Hell Yes!
Comments:
Great references and work.

•

22. Fight for Lifers - West
$1,500
P.O. Box 4683, Pittsburgh, PA 15206
Donna Pfender 412/361-3022 http://fightforliferswest.mysite.com
To advocate for more humane and effective laws for prisoners serving life sentences in Pennsylvania

Decision:
Partial
Comments:
Scrappy group. Most affected are involved. Worth taking a chance.
23. First Nations Prison Industrial Complex Gathering
$3,000
c/o Critical Resistance, 1904 Franklin Street, #504, Oakland, CA 94612
Kazu Haga
415/205-6776
To bring together Native American criminal justice activists in order to build a community network addressing
prison issues.

Decision:
Full Ken Hale Grant
Comments:
Just getting off the ground. First real significant opportunity to network Native groups working on criminal
justice issues.
24. Idriss Stelley Foundation
2940 16th St, San Francisco, CA 94110 Mesha Monge-Irizarry 415/595-8251 www.myspace.com/isfoundation
To advocate for changes in law enforcement practices and empower the victims of police misconduct.

•

Decision:
No
Comments:
Most local references do not know them. Not clear if it is more than a one-person show. Funded until now with
settlement money. Not clear there is a governance structure. Steve at POWER might know more .

Womens Rights
25. Women in Transition
219 West Ormsby Avenue, Louisville, KY 40203
Khalilah Collins
502/636-0160
To organize for economic justice and rights for poor and working class people.

$3,000

Decision:
Full
Comments:
Great references. Constituent led. Send letter re: position on reproductive rights.

Youth Activism
26. Arts for Action
$1,000
4225 Saviers Road, #2, Oxnard, CA 93033 Canek Pena-Vargas 805/658-0810 www.artsforaction.org
To engage local youth in economic, environmental and social justice projects impacting their communities.

Decision:
Comments:

•

Partial

27. GLBT Youth in Iowa Schools Task Force
Defer
P.O. Box 704, Des Moines, IA 50303
Nate Monson
515/471-8024 www.iowasafeschools.org
To educate Iowa's education staff on the issues that affect local GLBT youth and to develop solutions to end
discrimination, bullying and harassment by these students on a daily basis .

Decision:
Comments:
Need references.

Defer

•

TA
28. Brazilian Women's Group
$500
569 Cambridge Street, Allston, MA 02134
Heloisa Maria Galvao 617/787-0557 www.verdeamarelo.org
Technical assistance funding to increase board and fundraising capacity for Brazilian immigrant rights
organization.

Decision:
Comments:

Full

29. Economic Justice Coalition
P.O. Box 1225, Athens, GA 30603-0365
Ray MacNair 706/549-1142 www.econjustice.org
Technical assistance funding to develop and maintain an interactive, member-oriented web site.

Decision:
Comments:

$500

Full

30. Coalition for Prisoners' Rights
$500
P.O. Box 1911, Santa Fe, NMK 87504-1911
Mara Taub
505/982-9520
Technical assistance funding to attend the CRl O conference and network with other groups working to end the
Prison Industrial Complex.

Decision:
Comments:

•

Full

Emergency Grants
31. Olneyville Neighborhood Association
$500
122 Manton Avenue, Box 8, Providence, RI 02909 Shannah Kurland 401/351-8719 www.olneyville.org
Emergency funding to respond to the ICE raids of July 15th in Providence and to engage in a community
education and publicity campaign to deter future raids.

Decision:
Comments:

Full

Total Number of Grants:
Total Amount Requested:
Total Allocation for Cycle:
Total Grants:
Grants;
Total Allocated:
Total# of Grants Allocated:
Total# of Grants:

•

Ken Hale Grant:
Hell Yes! Grants:

22 general support grants; 5 multi-year grants; 1 emergency grants;
3 TA Grants; 10 not on agenda
$80,500
$38,080*
$33,000 general support grants; $15,000 multi-year grants; $1,500 TA
$500 Emergency Grants
$50,000
17 general support grants; 5 multi-year grants; 3TA grants; 1 Emergency
26

First Nations
UNETE, Carolina Justice Policy Center

•

Not On Agenda
August 2008
1. Beehive Design Collective

3 Elm Street, Machias, ME 04654
207/255-6737 www.beehivecollective.org
For collaborative, graphics-based education focused on corporate globalization's effects on everyday life and the
environment.
Reason: Doing a large portion of their work in Latin America. Not clear if work in Latin America arose from
local requests. While may attempt to include organizing in their work- no clear base in communities. No
longer term local commitment. No clear indication of how the work moves local organizing forward- or that
local communities feel that the graphics are a compelling part of the organizing plan. Not diverse- focus on
working with those most affected. Discuss past domestic collaborations, but list only international
collaborations as current work. Have almost $500,000 in assets.
2. Civil Liberties Defense Center
259 East Fifth Avenue, #300A, Eugene, OR 97401
Lauren Regan
541/687-9180 www.cldc.org
To defend and uphold civil liberties through education, outreach, litigation, legal support and assistance in order
to protect freedom of expression, the Bill of Rights and U.S. and state constitutions.
Reason: Still working to oppose the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act. Do not ask their Board, staff, volunteers
or members about race or sexual orientation. Seems to be primarily legal services.

•

3. Hartford Organizing for Power and Equality
56 Arbor Street, #417, Hartford, CT 06106
Jennifer Hadlock
860/523-4870
To enable six organizations in Hartford to work together and improve the neighborhoods and the lives of the
people who live there.
Reason: "Other" income is $100,000- but not explained in the application. Application is very thin on details
of how campaigns are carried out, where leadership is taken and who provides the training. Answers to # 11 are
not detailed- "we are these people."
4. Harvard First-Year Urban Program
617 /495-8988
c/o Freshman Dean's Office, 6 Prescott Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
Nadia Gaber
http://harvardfup.blogspot.com
To introduce incoming freshmen to the activist and service communities at Harvard and in the Greater Boston
area.
Reason: One week long program. Fairly mainstream. Poor answers to #11 and 12. Is a university program that
should be paid for out of the Freshman Dean's budget. All references are Harvard staff.
5. Help is on the Way
3904 Candace Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76119
James Reedom
817/457-0203 preed230@netscape.net
To assist poor and moderate income people who need help when other doors are closed.
Reason: Founded in 1990. References are all relatives. Almost no information in application and some
questions completely blank.

•

6. Journeys of Reconciliation Project
621 Ely Blvd., S, Petaluma, CA 94954
Kelly Brisbois
415/515-5111 www.oralhistoryeducation.com
For a high school educational program that explores the history of social justice movements in the U.S. and
South Africa.
Reason: University based project. Oral histories and a documentary film. Not ready for distribution yet.
Answer to #11 is not responsive to the question. Re #12- the project "does not directly address domestic or
foreign policy." No real links outside of university and school communities. Able to get more mainstream
funding. No on-going organizing.

•

7. Kalamazoo Collective Housing
302 West Walnut, Kalamazoo, MI 49007
Michael Gregor
269/793-9172 www.kzoocoop.org
To provide nonprofit sustainable housing; empower people to create democratic cooperatives and strengthen
community through shared resources and education.
Reason: Purchase and lease properties for co-housing. Unclear where organizing happens. Looking for
mainstream funds. Talk about creating spaces in low income communities of color- but people involved are not
from the neighborhood. Members and Board are all white. No information on value of assets.
8. New Orleans International Human Rights Film Festival
1540 Crete Street, New Orleans, LA 70119
Jordan Flaherty 917/346-3623 www.nolahumanrights.org
To nurture New Orleans' human rights community, support the work oflocal activists and provide a forum for
artistic expression of local and international issues.
Reason: No organizing. Once a year film festival.
9. Santa Cruz Trash Orchestra
548 Redwood Drive, Felton, CA 95018
Wes Modes
408/218-4261 http://trashorchestra.org
For a marching band whose instruments are made of recycled and reclaimed materials.
Reason: Entire budget for FY2007 was under $1,800 with a positive balance of $850. Total budget for
FY2008 is ~$6,000. Provide support for other groups. No organizing of their own.
10. Transformative Studies Institute
207 N. Prospect, #1, Ypsilanti, MI 48198 Crystallee Crain 989/225-0118 www.transformativestudies.org
Reason: Use of "I believe" in describing the organization. Research based. No real connections .

•

•

•

Resist Executive Committee Meeting
Tuesday, July 22, 2008

Notes

The Resist Executive Committee met on July 22 in the morning to discuss and go
over the agenda for the August 3rd Board meeting. Jim, Kay and Yafreisy were in
the office and Marc was on the telephone.

•

1.
First item of business was to review decisions made as personnel
committee in preparation for the board meeting. We will have time on the agenda
to report on the staff evaluations and the evaluation process, at which point staff
will be asked to leave the room. The staff evaluation process was a learning
experience for the two Exec. Committee members new to it, we were helped by
the experience of Marc and participation by Diana.
2.
Second item for discussion was a question that has been raised (in a variety
of ways) by staff and Board members regarding the function of Board committees,
how decisions are made, where the buck stops, etc. We agreed that this requires a
board-wide discussion so we can reach agreement that will probably take at least
two meetings. Kay will present the issue at the BOD meeting Sunday. We will
plan to take first discussion findings (i.e. Aug 3 meeting) to the Board R&R
committee and then have second discussion at October's meeting.
3.

Reviewed committee reports and highlighted business agenda items.

4.

Kay will give Exec. Comm. Report at the August 4 BOD meeting.

5.
Next Exec. Committee meeting - mid-September. Question whether it will
function as the next personnel committee to or if we' 11 set another meeting
time/date for completion of staff evaluations .

•

•

RESIST Finance Narrative
Introduction
Board members have a "fiduciary duty" to protect the assets of RESIST. To satisfy this responsibility,
Board members must review and understand RESIST's financial statements.
The RESIST Board meets this obligation, in several ways:

•

•

The Finance Committee reviews detailed financial reports at each meeting. These meetings occur
approximately every two months.

•

At each Board meeting, the full Board reviews simplified financial reports, based on the data that
has already been reviewed in detail by the Finance Committee.

•

Each year, the full Board reviews and comments on a draft annual budget prepared by RESIST
staff and the Finance Committee. At a subsequent meeting, the full Board must approve the
annual budget.

•

As needed, the Finance Committee drafts revisions of the annual budget. These are submitted to
the full Board for a vote.

At each Board meeting, the full Board reviews the Statement of Net Assets and the Statement of Net
Activities .

STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS
RESIST's assets are comprised of the holdings in bank and stock accounts, any bills paid ahead of time,
the value of the "stuff' that RESIST owns, and any security deposits RESIST holds for our sub-tenants,
less any "liabilities" such as grants committed but not yet disbursed.
A Statement of Net Assets is a report that provides a financial snapshot of RESIST as of a specific date.
The report shows how much RESIST is worth (equity) by subtracting all the money RESIST owes
(liabilities) from everything we own (assets). The total includes RESIST's net income for the fiscal year
to date.
The Statement of Net Assets gives Board members the information they need to determine whether
RESIST has enough assets to continue operating smoothly and responsibly and how much RESIST owes
(for example, to vendors, and for payroll and tax liabilities). The report compares the current year with the
same period in the prior year.
One asset is about $400,000 received from the Estate of Phillip Schleimer. This has been invested. In
2006, the Board voted on how RESIST can use this bequest:

•

•

Resist can use income generated by investing the bequest for general operating expenses. In other
words, this income can be used as "ordinary" income in annual budgeting for grants, staff
salaries, etc.

•

Resist can only use the bequest principal to develop long-term and sustainable programs (e.g. a
major donor program). If RESIST uses principal for these purposes, there is an expectation that
the program will generate funds that, within a reasonable period of time, could replenish the
bequest principal.

STATEMENT OF NET ACTIVITIES

•

The Statement of Net Activities is also referred to as an income statement. It summarizes RESIST's
revenue (or income) and expenses for a set period of time. The report shows subtotals for each income or
expense line item in our "chart of accounts." The last line shows RESIST's net income (or loss) for the
period covered by the report (for example, a month, a quarter, or a year). Using this document, Board
members can tell whether RESIST is operating at a profit or a loss. The report compares income and
expenses with the amounts in the annual budget for the same period.
RESIST receives most donations in December and the following January. Therefore, each year, expenses
appear to exceed income until near the end of RESIST' s fiscal year, December 31. The annual budget
takes expected month-by-month variations into account, and it is examined to determine whether income
is on track to meet projections.
Revenue
RESIST derives its income from two major sources: gifts and pledges; and investment income.

•

Gifts and pledges are composed of the income received from:
• "Internal mailings:" This is our name for the pledge program (for example, commitments to send
a certain amount each month), business reply envelopes inserted in each Newsletter, and mail
appeals to current donors
• Prospect mailings: Mailing to solicit new donors
• Special contributions: Employer matching grants, stock gifts, and unsolicited contributions
• Special events: Currently, this category includes donations received in connection with Resist's
40 th Anniversary .
Investment Income represents:
• Interest and dividends
• Realized gains (or losses) from selling investments
• Unrealized gains (or losses) on investments that are currently held. These depend on the market
conditions.
Expenses
Expenses are divided into three categories:
Fundraising costs: The costs of the internal mailing programs, the prospect mailing program for new
donors, and other fundraising costs, including special events.
Program expenses: The costs of the grants program (including grantmaking), the library, postage and
printing, the Newsletter, and the web site.
Administrative costs: The costs for general and administrative matters, personnel (including salaries and
benefits); and the Board (such as travel and food) .

•

RESIST Finance Narrative
January 1, 2008, to June 30, 2008

•

Accompanies Statement of Net Assets and Statement ofActivities
BIG PICTURE
Our net income (income less expenses) for January 1, 2008, through June 30, 2008, was a loss of about
$153,862. In our annual budget for this time period, we expected to have a net loss of $128,662.
Income is lower than expected by $33,834 (although it is offset by receipt of a bequest for $9,303).
Expenses are approximately $670 more than anticipated. This means we have a difference of
approximately $25,200 between where we expected to be at this time and where we actually are. For the
most part, revenue is down in pledges approximately $11,090, ABC/House mailings is down $6,192, and
unsolicited donations are down about $11,376.
Bottom line: Based on these figures, the Finance Committee has no recommendations for amending the
annual budget or revising operating plans for the year.

STATEMENT OF NET ASSETS (ITEM A)

•

At this time, we have assets of approximately $463,137. This is about $56,500 less than we had in 2007.
The decrease in assets is primarily due to: 1) lower than expected revenue for this period in time; and 2)
an increase in personnel expenses ..

STATEMENT OF NET ACTIVITIES (ITEM B)
Revenue:
Revenue is about $33,834 lower than budgeted: $198,410 actual vs. $232,243 in the budget.

Gifts and Pledges: $20,556 lower than budgeted

•

•

Internal mailing contributions are approximately $16,443 less than budgeted. Income from the
pledge program is approximately $11,090 lower than expected and appeals to current donors are
$6,192 lower than expected. Revenue from the Newsletter is about $838 more than expected.

•

Prospect mailing contributions are $6,623 higher than expected.

•

Special Contributions are $11,101 lower than budgeted. Unsolicited contributions were lower
than expected ($11,376 under budget). This is primarily due to a donation of almost $15,000
received last year that was budgeted to come in at this point in time and has not been received yet.

•

Investment Income: $13,602 less than budgeted
•

Interest and dividends are $2,660 higher than budgeted.

•

Realized gains or losses on the sale of investments are $821 more than budgeted.

•

Unrealized gains or losses on investments are $17,083 less than budgeted.

Expenses:
Expenses are about $670 more than budgeted: $361,575 actual vs. $360,905 in the budget.

Fundraising expenses: $1,866 more than budgeted

•

•

Internal mailing costs are about $4,069 more than the budgeted amount. This reflects an increase
in consulting costs for Nancy Greenhouse and increased printing costs for ABC/House mailings.

•

Prospect mailing costs are $1,817 less than expected.

•

Other Fundraising Costs are approximately $386 less than expected due to lower printing costs
and no event costs thus far.

Program expenses: $15,489 less than budgeted
•

Grants Program expenses are $715 less than budgeted.

•

Grant Awards are under budget by $18,410.

•

Newsletter costs are $3,704 more than budgeted. This reflects increased printing and postage
costs as a result of an increase in subscribers. And an increase in the consultants, photos and
graphics line item.

•

Web site expenses are $68 less than budgeted.

Administrative Expenses: $14,293 more than budgeted

•

•

General and administrative expenses are $3,654 more than budgeted. This reflects an increase in
costs for supplies as a result of having new staff, and the lease of a new copier and postage
machine.

•

Personnel and Health Insurance expenses are $10,752 more than budgeted. This primarily
reflects Carol's severance package and higher payroll taxes and insurance due to the staff size
increase .

RESIST, INC.
Statement of Financial Position
June 30, 2008 and 2007

•

2007

2008
ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash
Investments
Grants Receivable, Current
Prepaid Expenses, Inventory and Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets

•

$

(2,165)
520,685
10,000
11,937
540,457

$

45,180
534,097
20,917
6,034
606,228

Property and Equipment, Net

3,726

4,152

OTHER ASSETS
Grants Receivable, Long-Term
Deposits
Total Other Assets

2,230
2,230

2,230
2,230

$

Total Assets

546,413

$

612,610

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
LIABILITIES
Grants Payable
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses
Accrued Payroll and Related Costs
Total Liabilities
NET ASSETS
Net Assets, Beginning of Year
Change in Net Assets
Net Assets, End of Year
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

•

$69,000
3,269
11,007
83,276

$81,000
3,042
8,932
92,974

617,000
(153,863)
463,137

555,001
(35,364)
519,637

$546,413

$612,611

RESIST, INC.
Statement of Activities - Short Form
For the Periods Ended June 30, 2008 and 2007

•

YTDACTUAL
June 30, 2008

YTDBUDGET
June 30, 2008

+/BUDGET

ANNUAL
BUDGET

YEAR END
FORECAST

$

$ 382,000
55,000
167,150
8,000
612,150

$

220,505

$ (16,443)
6,623
(11,101)
365
(20,556)

8,414
(11,960)
(3,546)

5,754
4,302
10,056

2,660
(16,262)
(13,602)

11,500
8,600
20,100

16,816
(23,907)
(7,091)

2,007

1,682

4,700

5,245

198,410

232,243

(33,833)

636,950

518,336

Fundraising Costs
Internal Mailings
Prospecting Mailings
Other Fundraising
Total Fundraising Costs

16,269
23,533
822
40,624

12,200
25,350
1,208
38,758

4,069
(1,817)
(386)
1,866

24,400
50,700
4,025
79,125

31,737
47,066
1,582
80,386

Program Services
Grant Awards
Grant Program
Newsletter Costs
Website and Internet
Total Program Services

121,140
1,509
20,431
812
143,892

139,550
2,224
16,727
880
159,381

(18,410)
(715)
3,704
(68)
(15,489)

272,100
3,800
33,500
1,750
311,150

248,316
3,022
40,850
1,615
293,803

Administrative Costs
Personnel
General and Administrative
Board Expenses
Total Administrative Costs

131,330
44,904
825
177,059

120,578
41,250
938
162,766

10,752
3,654
(113)
14,293

241,150
75,631
1,865
318,646

241,149
83,784
1,641
326,574

TOTAL FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

361,575

360,905

708,921

700,763

(163,165)

(128,662)

(34,503)

(71,971)

(182,427)

9,303

30,000

30,000

(25,200)

(41,971)

(152,427)

SUPPORT AND REVENUES
Gifts and Pledges
Internal Mailings
Prospecting Mailings
Special Contributions
Special Events Income
Total Gifts and Pledges

$

Investment Income
Interest and Dividend Income
Realized and Unrealized Gain/(Loss)
Total Investment Income
Other Support and Revenue
TOTAL SUPPORT AND REVENUES

127,151
38,223
34,210
365
199,949

143,594
31,600
45,311

325

338,585
66,527
115,070
520,182

FUNCTIONAL EXPENSES

•

CHANGE IN NET ASSETS
EXTRAORDINARY DONATIONS

9,303

TOTAL INCREASE (DECREASE) IN NET ASSETS
•

ASSETS, BEGINNING OF YEAR
NET ASSETS, END OF YEAR

$

670

(153,862)

{128,662)

617,000

617,000

617,000

617,000

488,338

$ 575,029

$ 464,573

463,138

$

•

•

RESIST, INC .
Statements Cash Flows
For the Period Ended June 30, 2008 and 2007
YTDAT
June 30, 2008 and 2
Cash Flows from Operating Activities:
Change in Net Assets
Adjustments to Reconcile the Above to Net Cash Provided
(Used) by Operating Activities:
Investment Income
Realized and Unrealized (Gains) and Losses on Investments
Depreciation Expense
Changes in Assets & Liabilities:
Grants Receivable
Prepaid Expenses, Inventory and Other Current Assets
Grants Payable
Accounts Payable and Accrued Expenses
Accrued Payroll and Related Costs
Net Cash Provided (Used) By Operating Activities

(8,414)
11,960

158
2,285
(16,888)
384
(164,378)

Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Purchases of Property and Equipment
Net (Purchase) Sale of Investments
Net Cash Provided (Used) By Investing Activities

14,689
14,689

Net Increase (Decrease) in Cash and Equivalents

(149,689)

Cash and Equivalents, Beginning of Period
Cash and Equivalents, End of Period

•

(153,863)

147,525
(2,164)

•

•

•
Stream of Revenue Budget and Income Forecast
Stream of Revenue
(means of solicitation)
Pledge (monthly letter)
Newsletter (bimonthly nl)
Renewal Mailing (4x/yr)
Prospect Mailing (2x/yr)
Unsolicited/Major Donors
Foundations
Events
Investments
Total Revenue

Why

Plan for Aug-Dec 08

-$13,653.00
$771.00
-$1534.00

(+/-) Budget YearEnd
-$17,000.00
$1,571.00
-$4,203.00

Resist data maintenance
Readership expansion/timing
Timing/Economy

$5,854.00
-$10,893 .00

$9,813.00
-$10,000.00

-$14,952.00
-$33,726.00

-$5,000.00
-$6,135.00
-$20, 725.00
-$57,030.00

Unknown/budget expectations
Tom Knoche/40th major
gifts/budgeting
Budgeting
Budgeting
Economy

In-house letter/training
Keep it up
Move up Nov prospect,
resolicit donors
Resend control mailing
In-house letter/fund
committee work
Fund committee work
Fund committee work

(+/-) Budget Today

5 year comparison: Total Giving,# Donors, Average Gift Amount
Mid Year and End of Year
Year

Mid-year
Amount

Mid-year
# Donors

2004
2005
2006
2007
(40th)
2008

$267,380.55
$230,730.09
$219,494.91
$263,156.30

1899
2106
1902
2339

Average
Gift
Mid-yr
$123.73
$95.46
$98.61
$96.11

$244,761.10

2611

$80.73

End-of-year
Amount
$604,227.99
$586,164.00
$589,010.46
$752,266.47

End-ofyear#
Donors
3691
3872
3747
4761

Average
Gift
End-yr
$127.99
$122.79
$121.24

•

Draft of Report to the Board
Fundraising Committee Meeting July 29, 2008
Present: Marc, Carol, Malika, Diana, Kay, Jean Entine
Absent: Christy
Resist is facing a projected deficit of $57,000 by the end of the year.
The deficit is due partly to pledges who owe us about $15,000. These
"lapsed pledges" have fallen through the cracks because of a glitch in the
Sage database, which, in the past, Carol handled via a labor-intensive
manual correction.
It is also partly due to our investments and the market economy, as well as
40 th anniversary giving and our expectations for this year.

Immediate action/short-term solution: Malika is sending a special letter to
the folks who fall into the category of "lapsed pledges." Carol has offered to
help with that letter.

•

-•

For the Board to consider: It is now possible to program Sage to handle
the peculiarities of Resist's "recurring gift program," involving 600-700
pledges. This pledge program provides 10-15% of our income, which is an
apparently unusual situation (pleasantly so). But to fix the database to
properly handle the recurring gift program would cost money. The
Fundraising Committee recommends that we bring in a consultant to
reconfigure the database to the point where we're no longer a)
automatically sending people monthly pledges when nothing is due;
instead b) customize our mailings to match the timetable of each pledge;
c) get the capability in the system to handle credit card donations; and
d) get Malika and Yafreisy up to speed on the system. The estimated
cost for this is XXXX (Malika will make the estimate.)
The Fundraising Committee is also looking at other ways to generate some
income to close the deficit: hold a house party (the July Fourth one was
cancelled due to lack of response), apply to foundations for grants, and
work with major donors. Carol and Malika will work together to identify
foundations to apply to for 09. Among the ideas for working with major
donors are: board members matching up with donors, on the basis of shared
interests or some commonality, to keep them up to date on what we're
doing, who we're funding and how they can further contribute; asking

•

grantees to contact a donor who has a particular interest in the kinds of work
the grantees are doing; making direct asks of donors for substantial sums.
Immediate action: Malika-(and, possibly, new board members?)- will
send to major donors a letter of introduction about themselves, why they
work for/support Resist and what they hope to accomplish in the coming
year. Follow-up is key.
For the Board to consider: Join this effort! Consider it a matter of getting
to know the people who think what we do is great: what makes them excited
about Resist? What skills, talents and interests do they have? How can we
have better relations with our donors? Should we do something annually for
the founders of Resist? What services do we need to provide about planned
giving and bequests to our donors?

•

Major Donor discussion: Jean led a very enlightening discussion about
approaching major donors. We will begin slowly, with Malika (and maybe
other bard members) gradually contacting and meeting with major donors to
buld personal relationships. There are about 20 people on the list locally, and
meeting one or two a month seemed a doable way to begin .
Finally, we should integrate writing quick notes to our donors during
our Board meeting lunches - or after we finish the grants section.
That's when everyone is fired up about where our money is going and it
would be great to share that sense of immediacy and excitement with
the people who make it happen. This will be a great activity for the Oct
and Dec board meetings, because donors tend to give most towards the
end of the year.
Respectfully submitted,
Diana
(Sorry I'm not there)

•

•

Grant Committee
Minutes
July 16, 2008

1. Weeding
10 proposals were weeded out for the August cycle. There will be 28 proposals in the cycle, including
four multi-year grant renewals.

2. Political Discussion for August (redux)
What are they ways that effective organizing strategies are used in different communities and how does
this impact RESIST's decision-making about funding?
Carmen will lead this discussion and Robin will look for articles to support it.
- Give some examples of alternative organizing models
- why are these models used
- bring people in
- make group accessible
- get people who have a "gut" analysis to articulate it
- how does provision of services become part of first step of organizing
- How to think about what criteria RESIST would use to fund these models
- at what point does RESIST funding come in

•

3. RESIST's standards for diversity and political positions
A Board discussion needs to be developed around RESIST's standards for looking at the diversity and
political positions of grant applicants. There are a range of responses given by groups in answer to
diversity/political positions. It would help to have another Board discussion to re-articulate the goals and
standards. Propose for October meeting .

3. Work Plan for 2008
• Electronic applications
• Board page on the website
• Political discussion topics for Board meetings
• the role of faith-based organizing and how it fits in to RESIST funding
• the changing politics of the anti-nuclear movement and new environmental/energy politics
(i.e. nuclear as the new "clean" energy).
• the changing face of the peace movement
• accessibility grants and how to evaluate requests for ongoing programs vs. one-time events
• how to analyze grants when organizing centers apply- especially where the group acts as an
incubator for other organizations (e.g peace and justice centers)
4. Budget Discrepancies
Develop a policy for how to deal with budget discrepancies or incomplete budget information
Initial step is to request budget information before the Board meeting. If it does not come in by the Board
meeting there are two options: 1) continue the way the process currently exists: the Grant Committee
decides what goes to the meeting based on their judgment and the applications are decided on a case by
case basis; or 2) a group is deferred until their budget information comes in.
This is a question for the Board to decide regarding which approach they would prefer.

•

5. Meeting Dates
September 17 9:30 a.m .
November 19 9:30 a.m.
6. Next Meeting
September 17 th at 9:30

•

August 2008
Grant Committee
Screening List
1. Beehive Design Collective
3 Elm Street, Machias, ME 04654
207/255-6737 www.beehivecollective.org
For collaborative, graphics-based education focused on corporate globalization's effects on everyday life and the
environment.

Decision:
No
Comments:
Doing a large portion of their work in Latin America. Not clear if work in Latin America arose from local requests.
While may attempt to include organizing in their work- no clear base in communities. No longer term local
commitment. No clear indication of how the work moves local organizing forward- or that local communities feel that
the graphics are a compelling part of the organizing plan. Not diverse- focus on working with those most affected.
Discuss past domestic collaborations, but list only international collaborations as current work. Have almost
$500,000 in assets.
2. Civil Liberties Defense Center
259 East Fifth Avenue, #300A, Eugene, OR 97401
Lauren Regan
541/687-9180 www.cldc.org
To defend and uphold civil liberties through education, outreach, litigation, legal support and assistance in order to
protect freedom of expression, the Bill of Rights and U.S. and state constitutions.

•

Decision:
No
Comments:
Still working to oppose the Animal Enterprise Terrorism Act. Do not ask their Board, staff, volunteers or members
about race or sexual orientation. Seems to be primarily legal services .
3. Hartford Organizing for Power and Equality
56 Arbor Street, #417, Hartford, CT 06106
Jennifer Hadlock
860/523-4870
To enable six organizations in Hartford to work together and improve the neighborhoods and the lives of the people
who live there.

Decision:
No
Comments:
"Other" income is $100,000- but not explained in the application. Application is very thin on details of how
campaigns are carried out, where leadership is taken and who provides the training. Answers to #11 are not detailed"we are these people."
4. Harvard First-Year Urban Program
c/o Freshman Dean's Office, 6 Prescott Street, Cambridge, MA 02138
Nadia Gaber
617/495-8988
http://harvardfup.blogspot.com
To introduce incoming freshmen to the activist and service communities at Harvard and in the Greater Boston area.

Decision:
No
Comments:
One week long program. Fairly mainstream. Poor answers to #11 and 12. Is a university program that should be paid
for out of the Freshman Dean's budget. All references are Harvard staff.

•

•

5. Help is on the Way
3904 Candace Drive, Fort Worth, TX 76119
James Reedom
817/457-0203 preed230@netscape.net
To assist poor and moderate income people who need help when other doors are closed .
Decision:
No
Comments:
Founded in 1990. References are all relatives. Almost no information in application and some questions completely
blank.

6. Journeys of Reconciliation Project
621 Ely Blvd., S, Petaluma, CA 94954
Kelly Brisbois
415/515-5111 www.oralhistoryeducation.com
For a high school educational program that explores the history of social justice movements in the U.S. and South
Africa.
Decision:
No
Comments:
University based project. Oral histories and a documentary film. Not ready for distribution yet. Answer to #11 is not
responsive to the question. Re #12- the project "does not directly address domestic or foreign policy." No real links
outside of university and school communities. Able to get more mainstream funding. No on-going organizing.

7. Kalamazoo Collective Housing
302 West Walnut, Kalamazoo, MI 49007
Michael Gregor
269/793-9172 www.kzoocoop.org
To provide nonprofit sustainable housing; empower people to create democratic cooperatives and strengthen
community through shared resources and education.

•

Decision:
No
Comments:
Purchase and lease properties for co-housing. Unclear where organizing happens. Looking for mainstream funds .
Talk about creating spaces in low income communities of color- but people involved are not from the neighborhood.
Members and Board are all white. No information on value of assets.

8. New Orleans International Human Rights Film Festival
1540 Crete Street, New Orleans, LA 70119
Jordan Flaherty
917/346-3623 www.nolahumanrights.org
To nurture New Orleans' human rights community, support the work oflocal activists and provide a forum for artistic
expression of local and international issues.
Decision:
No
Comments:
No organizing. Once a year film festival.

9. Santa Cruz Trash Orchestra
548 Redwood Drive, Felton, CA 95018
Wes Modes
408/218-4261 http://trashorchestra.org
For a marching band whose instruments are made of recycled and reclaimed materials.
Decision:
No
Comments:
Entire budget for FY2007 was under $1,800 with a positive balance of $850. Total budget for FY2008 is ~$6,000.
Came out of Free Skool Santa Cruz. Provide support for other groups. No organizing of their own.

•

10. Transformative Studies Institute
207 N. Prospect, #1, Ypsilanti, MI 48198
Crystallee Crain
989/225-0118 www.transformativestudies.org
To foster interdisciplinary research that will bridge multidisciplinary theory with activism .
Decision:
No
Comments:
Use of "I believe" in describing the organization. Research based. No real connections.

RESIST, INC.

Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual
January through June 2008

•

Jan - Jun 08

Ordinary Income/Expense
Income
Internal Mailings
Prospecting
Other Revenue
Special contributions
Special Events Income
Investment Income
Realized gain or loss
Unrealized gain (loss)
Total Income

•

Expense
Internal Mailing Costs
Prospecting Mailing Costs
Other Fundraising Costs
Grants
Grants Program
Newsletter Costs
Website & Internet
Personnel
General and Administrative
Misc expenses
Board Expense
Total Expense

Net Ordinary Income
Other Income/Expense
Other Income
Extra Ordinary Income
Total Other Income
Other Expense
Suspense
Total Other Expense
Net Other Income
Net Income

•

Budget

+/- Budget

Jan -Jun 07

$ Change

127,156.22
38,223.03
2,006.50
34,209.84
365.00
6,850.44
1,076.63
(1,308.48)
208,579.18

143,594.00
31,600.00
1,682.00
45,311.00
0.00
5,753.98
250.40
4,051.80
232,243.18

(16,437.78)
6,623.03
324.50
(11, 101.16)
365.00
1,096.46
826.23
(5,360.28)
(23,664.00)

144,384.74
23,460.54
(613.57)
62,748.29
7,691.00
8,646.93
628.21
9,573.54
256,519.68

(17,228.52)
14,762.49
2,620.07
(28,538.45)
(7,326.00)
(1,796.49)
448.42
(10,882.02)
(47,940.50)

16,269.38
23,466.32
821.51
121,140.00
1,509.40
20,430.95
752.55
132,283.62
39,025.28
5,124.20
809.51
361,632.72

12,200.00
25,350.00
1,207.50
139,550.00
2,224.00
16,727.00
880.00
120,578.02
38,438.52
2,811.50
937.50
360,904.04

4,069.38
(1,883.68)
(385.99)
(18,410.00)
(714.60)
3,703.95
(127.45)
11,705.60
586.76
2,312.70
(127.99)
728.68

12,409.80
22,648.00
6,895.93
119,298.45
1,343.47
18,310.44
549.31
96,100.73
38,341.72
1,539.41
721.29
318,158.55

3,859.58
818.32
(6,074.42)
1,841.55
165.93
2,120.51
203.24
36,182.89
683.56
3,584.79
88.22
43,474.17

(153,048.54)

(128,655.86)

(24,387.68)

(61,633.87)

(91 ,409.67)

9,303.22
9,303.22

0.00
0.00

9,303.22
9,303.22

28,759.01
28,759.01

(19,455.79)
(19,455.79)

(13,178.02)
(13,178.02)

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00

2,484.47
2,484.47

(15,662.49)
(15,662.49)

22,481.24

0.00

22,481.24

26,274.54

(3,793.30)

{12906.44}

{35,359.33}

{952202.97}

{1302567 .30}

{1282655.86}

1:19 PM
07/07/08
Accrual Basis

RESIST, INC.

Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual
January through June 2008

Jan - Jun 08
•

Budget

$ Over Budget

Ordinary Income/Expense

Income
Internal Mailings
Pledges

51,210.39

62,308.00

(11,097.61)

Newsletter

22,435.47

21,597.00

ABC/House mailings

53,510.36

59,689.00

(6,178.64)

127,156.22

143,594.00

(16,437.78)

38,223.03

31,600.00

6,623.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Internal Mailings

Prospecting

838.47

Other Revenue
Advertising

42 .00

65.00

(23.00)

In kind goods or services

0.00

0.00

0.00

List Sales - names in the news

0.00

0.00

0.00

List Sales - other

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fiscal sponsorship fees

Royalties
T-shirt sales
T-shirt expense
NWTRCC
Miscellaneous revenue
Total Other Revenue

•

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,202.00

750.00

452.00

0.00

0.00

762.50

867.00

0.00
(104 .50)

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,006.50

1,682.00

324.50

400.00

250.00

150.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Special contributions
Board Fundraising
Donor Directed Grants
Foundations
Matching Grants

0.00

0.00

0.00

375.00

250.00

125.00

33,434.84

44,811 .00

Holmes Fund

0.00

0.00

0.00

Stocks & Bonds

0.00

0.00

0.00

Restricted Funds

0.00

0.00

34,209.84

45,311.00

Unsolicited

Total Special contributions

(11,376.16)

0.00
(11 ,101 .16)

Special Events Income

200.00

0.00

200.00

Advertising

0.00

0.00

0.00

Corporate Sponsors

0.00

0.00

0.00

Foundation Grants

0.00

0.00

0.00

165.00

0.00

165.00

Misc Income

0.00

0.00

0.00

Organizational Sponsors

0.00

0.00

0.00

Ticket Sales

0.00

0.00

0.00

365.00

0.00

365.00

Investment Income

6,850.44

5,753.98

1,096.46

Realized gain or loss

1,076.63

250.40

826.23

Unrealized gain (loss)

(1 ,308.48)

Auction

Individual Donors

Total Special Events Income

•

Total Income

208,579.18

4,051.80

(5,360 .28)

232,243.18

(23,664.00)

•

•

•

Income Chart
Five Year Look Back
2004

2005

2006

$84,292.91
$37,094.14
$28,533.73
$34,554.08
$49,067.66
$41,838.74
$36,977.81
$33,383.33
$21,892.64
$31,843 .06
$28,588.56
$19,691.36
$2~9,353.31 _ $198,404.71

January_
Februaiy__
March
April
May
June
Half Year Total

July
$27,983.22
$46,203.24
August
$31,349.72
$43,525.12
September
$25,225.96
$36,620.91
October
$37,365.27
$43,623.85
--$50,310.36
$44,419.50
November
December
$208,539.46 $198,787.89
Half Year Total $380,773.9~413,180.5_1 _
- - - -+--

Total

$28,174.03
$24,078.39
$43,968.69
$33,993.86
$20,758.72
$40,301.48
$191,275.17

$611,585.22

r5 , so

'ff Felo ru~ :

~Wv.. SI I 1-, J
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$33,989.45
$69,941.64
$35,858.22
$19,241.50.$35,601.02
$28,308.21
$44,221.52
$49,049.35
$53,770.17
$34,501.13
$33,923.81-=- $20,800.56~
$237,364.19 $221,842.39

1

$773,273.80

~,v\

Variance
34,960.60
(18,812.20)
(16,271.92)
9,937.18
(9,034.04)
(11,180.41)
(10,400.79)

$0.00
(36,366.74) $32,769.97
(32,769.97)
$0.00
(33,993.56) $29,726.97
(29,726.97)
$0.00
(43,986.98) $32,287.97
(32,287.97)
$0.00 ~ (79,419.2~
(24,016.97)
$24,016.97
$0.00
(74,232.32L_ $65,072.97
(65,072.97)
$0.00 (267,910.74) $220,831.97 (220,831.97)
$0.00 (535,909.61) $404,706.82 . (404,706.821
+-

-

$221,842.39

," e«w -9D m 1, K'.w:e ? ((~
-tra Y'M

Budget

35,952.19
$34,981.04
(16,616.721 $38,053.70
(7,292.81) $44,580.13
4,827.83
$39,112.17
(19,269.04) $43,535.17
(13, 123.25f, $31,980.97
(15,521.80)_,_ $232,243.18

-

---i-

~

r--

----

$597,734.71

Variance

2008

$36,366.74
$26,628.12
--+-$18,032.0_0 .- $33,993.56
$43,986.98
$32,901.40
$55,207.23
$79,419.22
$51,529.00 I $74,232.32__ _
$222,161. 7L $267,91 o. 74
$406,459.5~ $535,909.61

- -

$630,127.30

2007

-

(551,431.41) $636,950.00

('(b-r" ~ ~~

(415,107.61)
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Staff Meeting Minutes
June 18, 2008
Present: Robin, Malika, Yafreisy, Christy (notes)

BOARDR&R
Nothing to report. Trying to contact folks to set up a meeting.
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Will meet in two weeks.
OFFICE STUFF
We need big envelopes.
Copier
R and Y have met with Ricoh and Oce. Oce appears to be cheaper. Y will
get back to Claudia today.
We love our new postage meter.
Christy hasn't researched blinds yet but will.
Intern
Y emailed the high school student who'd contacted us. She's still
interested. Y is waiting to hear back from her.

•

FINANCE
No updates or statements, but money is slow right now (June, July and August are
usually our slowest months). Robin reported that one of our CDs just came due at
Morgan Stanley, and Robin asked them not to reinvest it yet, so we do have about
$70,000 available if needed.
Short discussion about our invested funds.
GRANTS
Robin has entered 25 of 37 grants so far.
Last week there was a flurry of TA and emergency grant requests, all of which were
given out:
1 SC Progressive Network - TA grant to attend progressive tech conference
2 Reflect & Strengthen - TA grant to send member to SOUL
3 Act Up Philly- emergency grant
4 CAR - emergency grant
FUNDRAISING
Updates from Malika:
She will have a phone meeting with Steve Won Thursday and he'll be back in the office
on Monday. She's working on the next pledge letter this afternoon and tomorrow
morning. It will highlight the work of one grantee, Damayan. The renewal with the decal
will drop this week! Next week M will start researching BBB stuff.

•

Beginning July 1, we are Diesel's coffee card beneficiary. Robin will work on gathering
materials for a small display there .

•

Address changes/requests for removal:
From now on, Christy will send address change and removal requests that we
receive on email to Malika instead ofYafreisy, and Malika will take care of
returned NL address changes. Christy will compile all the address changes she's
sent to Y and send those to M.
We talked about the issue of needing to get online donors (both one-time and recurring)
moved into our system more quickly. For new recurring donors, Malika will immediately
enter them into Sage instead of waiting until Robin exports a Groundspring report at the
end of the month. We still need to come up with a better system for getting one-time
online donors into our system more quickly.
We had a long conversation about recurring credit card donors and using Sage v.
Groundspring to process credit cards. We want to phase out hand-entering credit card
pledges by the end of this year, and we'd like to transfer credit card processing to either
Sage or Groundspring so that (1) we are not doing the processing in-house and (2) we
don't keep confidential credit card info in Sage anymore.
Next steps: Malika will contact Sage and Christy will contact Groundspring with
questions. We'll bring this back to the next staff meeting.

•

COMMUNICATIONS
Christy's working on editing and laying out the July/Aug issue (housing) of the NL and
has started working on brainstorming article ideas for the Sept/Oct issue (prisons). She
hopes to get the NL to Red Sun by the end of next week.
SCHEDULES
Robin is out on vacation next week and may be in a little late on Monday, June 30.
NEXT STAFF MEETING
Tuesday, July 1 in the morning. Robin will take notes and facilitate .

•

•

Malika

Fundraising
Training with Steve W
BBB research
Rework new pledge donor letter with

•

Staff Tasks
Yafreisy

Finances
Finish registering/filing in each
Finalize training date with Meredith

Christy

Robin

•

Newsletter
Get to RSP by June 26
Solicit articles for next issue.

Finances
Finish registering/filing in each
Call Robert Morrison attorney

Fundraising
Get training from Meredith on budget
(July)
Bring in mail appeals for Malika
Compile change of address requests
and send to M
Rework new pledge donor letter with
M
Call Groundpsring re: credit card
processing system

Fundraising
Meet with M re: BBB and Charity
Navigator

C

Finish pledge letter
Call Sage re: credit card processing
system

Fundraising
Bring in mail appeals for Malika

Finances
Bequest status - Robert Morrison
Get training from Meredith on budget
(July)

Office
Time Sheets -- March and April to
Robin by Fri 6/20 or else
Back up computer

Office
Time Sheets

Talk to M about mail appeals

Office
Meet with M and C for peer evals
Time sheets
Back up computer

Office
Time Sheets -- caught up by 6/20

Meet with M and C for peer evals
Put ad for intern on Idealist
Identify projects for intern
Contact Claudia at Oce

Back up computer
Meet with R, C and Y for peer evals
Identify projects for intern

Grants

BoardR& R
Help to set up meeting

Data enter Aug cycle

Contact candidates supplied by
Miabi

Executive Committee

Meeting week of June 30

Back up computer
Research blinds
Peer evals with M, Y and R
Identify projects for intern

Grants
Send reminder to Eduardo Angulo
Email grantees about application
updates
Events

Contact Prog Comm about event/wksp

Grants
Data enter Aug cycle

•
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Malika

Yafreis_y

Finances
- _Finis~ egistering/filing in each state
~
Finalize training date with Meredith

Finances
Bequest status - Robert Morrison
Finance training from Meredith

Fundraising
_
_ ~ undraising
Training with Steve W
__ Bring in mail appeals for Malika
BBB/Charity Navigator research_
Contact allies re: cc choices _
Rework new pledge letter with CP_ _ _ __
Ground~ pring/Sage for credit cards_ _ _ __
_ - sample donation page, 1x g~i_ft_s_ _ __
Pledge letter: Miabi or Kay? ___ _______ _ _

Robin

------

Finances
_Finance training from Meredith

t-

Newsletter

Fund raising
Bring in mail appeals for Malika
Back up: BBB/Charity Navigator
Runs Groundspring/Sage costs
Contact
allies re: -cc choices
- -Contact Jen Park at Diesel

T

- -'---+-1- - -

Newsletter
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- - - - -
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Grants

Finances
Finish registering/filing in each state
Bequest status - Robert Morrison

_ Fundraising
_ _Bring in mail appeals for Malika
_ Change of address requests for MM
Rework new pledge letter w/ MM
Contact allies re: cc choices

j

Newsletter
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Christy

I

I lomce - - ----------;--------t--O-f-fi-ce------------j----------1'-0_f_fi_ce- Office
Time Sheets -- caught up by 6/20
:Time Sheets -- to Robin or else
Time Sheets
I Time sheets
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- ack up computer
-j
IBack up computer
1

Identify projects for intern
Meet with R, C & Y for peer evals

!Identify projects for intern
'Identify projects for intern
Meet with Mand C for peer evals
Peer evals with M, Y and R
Put ad for intern on Idealist
Research blinds
-_-_-_--~·~ t--C-ontact C
- 1-audia at Oce
_ _ _ ---i--fHoard Lis~
I

1

1
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~Meeting soon
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-

Finance Committee _______:_F
_ inance Committee
Meeting July 17 or ~
Meeting July 17 or_ 1_8__ _ _
Budget change requests
I
Budget change requests

_
_

Finance Committee
_ _ Buiget change requests _
,

Identify projects for intern
Meet with Mand C for peer evals
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RESIST Staff Meeting
July 7, 2008
Minutes

Present: Christy, Malika, Robin (minutes), Yafreisy

1. Check-ins
2. Updates:

2a. Fundraising
Sage v. Groundspring
Issues are related to price and details of service
New IRS regulations go into effect in 2009 regarding safekeeping of credit card
information.
Three mechanisms
- Sage
- does not meet 2009 certification requirements

•

- Sage Payment Solutions
- $20.00/month; 2.19% fee per transaction; $.50 surcharge per transaction;
$50/year annual fee
- can create a "donate now" page, unclear what it looks like
- meets 2009 certification requirements
- do not need to provide 3 digit security code for credit cards
- can do 1x and recurring donors
- tech support people are good, other folks not pleasant
- unclear the level of training tech support people will get on this module
- Groundspring
- E-mail Now: $29.95/month
- Donate Now: $29.95/month + 3% fee per transaction
- must provide 3 digit security codes for all credit cards
- can do recurring donors, might need Primax for 1x donors who send in
credit card information
- need to send a letter re: security code and then follow up with recurring
donors to get them on Groundspring system
- good interactions with people all around

•

- Primax
- $10.00/month and 1.07% fee per transaction
- unclear how compliance will occur with 2009 regulations- may be more about
storage of credit card information

us and

•

Information Needed:
Sample donation page: Malika to find it
How Sage Payment Solutions manages lx gifts: Malika to find out
- if must e-mail them a list: not secure
Contact other organizations to see what they do: all staff to provide names to Malika
Run numbers to approximate costs for each system: Robin
Diesel
Campaign to start soon. Can put up poster, put out newsletters and bookmarks. Robin will email Jen to clarify.
Pledge Letter
Next newsletter on housing issues, perhaps Kay would be interested to write the letter. Miabi
might be interested as a new Board member (why I like RESIST).
BBB/Charity Navigator
Malika spoke with Marty at GRI for advice about upgrading rating. She has also been speaking
with Amy Roseman at the BBB of New England.

•

Prospect Mailing
Robin, Malika and Nancy will meet to price out the costs and benefits of a third prospect mailing
this year .
2b. Grants
Robin will give Christy the information for a blast e-mail to grantees regarding the new
application. August cycle is data entered. Committee is meeting in two weeks.
2c. Finance
Staff went over the current numbers in detail. Looked at income and expense variances from the
budget and last year. Christy will look in to newsletter costs, Yafreisy will give her the
breakdowns. Malika will look at major donors to see when donations are expected.

All staff will prepare any requests for changes to submit to the Finance Committee.
2d. Communications
Ads
The ad budget is almost exhausted and there are requests from Critical Resistance and Westem
States Center. Staff agreed that an additional $500 should be shifted into ads. Approved a
$75.00 quarter page ad for WSC and asked Christy to negotiate a quarter page ad with CR for
$150.00.

•

Newsletter
The current issue went to Red Sun Press last week. Current issues is on prisons. CR may do a
piece. SONG-NC and Carolina Justice Project may do a piece. Robin will give Christy
Charmaine Fuller's contact information. Trans issues in prison. Intersection of day laborers and
criminal justice system (Amigos del Parque).
At some point the committee would like to discuss adding color to newsletter.

•

2e. Executive Committee
Will meet in two weeks

Personnel Committee
Needs to be encouraged to finish Christy and Malika' s evaluations so they can be voted
on for permanent status in August. Christy never received her first evaluation report. Robin,
Malika and Y afreisy received theirs.
Y afreisy will contact the committee.
2f. Board R & R Committee
Has not met yet.
3. Board Listserv
Raved ability to set one up through APlus. Christy will do it.
4. Events
RESIST invited to PRYSM annual picnic. Robin or Yafreisy may go.

•

5. Office Supplies
Blinds
Christy did research and found that most efficient design is honeycomb at $65 - $7 5/blind.
There are nine windows. Could reduce heating/cooling bills. Not see through. Christy will talk
with Cathy and look into ordering them .

Copier
Yafreisy has put calls in to Claudia. Need to have her do a basic training and have the tech
person network the copier to the computers.
6. Task Review
7. Schedules
Y afreisy: out next week; taking Fridays off in August
Malika: out third week in August
Robin: out last two weeks of August
Christy: out Friday
8. Facilitator & Note Taker for next meeting
Yafreisy

•

•

•

Staf-,asks
Christy

Yafreisy

Malika

Robin

Finances
Bequest status - Robert Morrison

Finances
Finish registering/filing in each state

Finances

Finances
Finish registering/filing in each state
Bequest status - Robert Morrison

Fundraising
Training with Steve W-ongoing
BBB/Charity Navigator research

Fundraising
Clean up pledge reports w/ M

Fundraising
Contact allies re: cc choices

Fundraising
Back up: BBB/Charity Navigator
Contact allies re: cc choices

Groundspring/Sage for credit cards

Newsletter

Newsletter

Newsletter
Solicit articles for next issue.

Newsletter

Grants

Grants
References for Aug cycle

Grants

Grants
References for Aug cycle

Re-work Grant-o-matic w/ Steve
Office
Time Sheets
Back up computer

Office
Time Sheets -- to Robin or else
Back up computer
Ad for intern on idealist
Training with OCE 7 .29 .08
Supply order

Office
Time Sheets
Back up computer
Order Blinds

Office
Time sheets
Back up computer

Fundraising Committee
Meet ingJuly 29th

Executive Committee

Communications Committee
Find some one to do lay out of NL
Find some one to do Mass-email

Board R&R
Help to set up meeting
Contact candidates from Miabi

Finance Committee
Meeting July 30th
Budget change requests

Finance Committee
Meeting July 30th
Budget change requests

Finance Committee
Budget change requests

Finance Committee
Meeting July 30th
Budget change requests

•

RESIST Staff Meeting
July 23, 2008
Minutes

Present: Christy, Malika, Robin, Y afreisy (minutes)

1. Check-ins

2. Executive Comm.
The personnel comm. will be concluding Malika and Christy's evaluations in October. The
comm. does not think that Christy's maternity leave will be an issue.
At the August board meeting the E.C. comm. will begin to talk about the roles of committees and
the overlapping circles of responsibilities, and decision making power.
The personnel comm. also suggested that Robin and Y afreisy take a more pro-active role with
new staff around the new period of acclamation. Mostly this came out of evaluations and
concerns raised around asking questions and providing feedback. This might not be an issue any
longer.

•

3. BoardR& R
Has not met yet. Will probably meet again in September. At some point we should update
Warren Goldstein since he is expecting some news from us in August. They will need to check
with Carol Gomez and probably move her to the advisory board. Also need to check in with
Leila around her commitment.
4. Communications
Articles are coming in for the August/September issue. The Communications Committee is
thinking of doing the Nov/Dec. issue on the food crisis and then have the January end of year
issue be about the elections and do an overarching theme on "advice to the administration". One
feature would be to interview ten grantees and ask each one for an advice or issue they think the
new administration should tackle. Or perhaps ask Noam to write about ten things the new
administration should do first.
One idea which the staff supports is to switch the articles and do the election piece for the
November/December issue. The Communications Comm. had also proposed that the Jan./Feb.
issue go out in December instead of January but Robin and Christy agree that it's too close to the
board meeting and it would not fit into other end of year timelines. But perhaps it is realistic to
have the NL in mailboxes at the beginning of January.
For the Nov./Dec. issue Christy will do some initial setting up. Robin had volunteered earlier to
solicit article. Since Christy will be away on maternity we will need someone to do the lay out.
Robin also volunteered to solicit the ten grantees and can download images as well.

•

Christy will ask Hendrik ifhe can do the layout for a stipend, Robin suggests contacting Karen
Cohn. Robin thinks that Miabi may want to write the end of year leading article. Christy will also
contact her friend Hendrik about doing the mass email. Jean Smith or Carol may also be able to
help with that. But if the mass-emails do not go out once, it should be fine.

•

5. Grants
The Committee met last week. They will be doing the political discussion for this upcoming
August Board mtg. The discussion will be looking at ways Resist supports or not alternative way
of organizing. And what those different methodologies might look like in different communities.
There at 28 proposals to consider in this cycle.
6. Finance
They will meet July 30th at 10:00am. Meredith's training went well. Malika is looking into
income line items. Of particular focus are pledges and unsolicited. Malika will be running reports
and presenting a possible plan for moving forward to the board. She and Y afreisy will be
cleaning up any data entry errors or glitches in the data base after the board meeting.
7. Fundraising
We will be ordering more bookmarks approximately 2,500 perhaps a little less since we are
ordering them with more Resist information on the back. Christy will be helping Malika with the
formatting of the bookmarks.
Malika created the "no pledge letter" caddy item in sage. Steve Wishengrad will come in over
the next couple of weeks to program that into the sequel program used to run pledge labels.
Christy will work on setting up a listserve for those pledges to get the monthly letter via email.

•

Malika has been working on the BBB/Charity Navigator stuff. We're o.k. with BBB for now.
Charity Navigator pulls directly from our 990 form, we will talk this over more at some other
point.
The Barton and Cole progress report/letter for the third installment of the $10,000 grant will go
out soon. The fundraising comm. will be meeting July 29 th . Some of the ideas floating around are
to do a house party in October and a silent auction. Staff like both ideas. Christy things we
should do the silent auction later in the year so that she can help with designing more attractive
email blasts. Robin also likes both ideas, but thinks the comm. should take both as their babies
and have staff help with small tasks. Robin also thinks both ideas should be scaled down so that
they can be realistic and achievable. Y afreisy agrees.
Malika will be moving the prospect mailing traditionally done in November up to September so
that we can resolicit those folks with the ABC mailing in December in hopes that this will boost
our income at the end of the year. She chatted with Nancy, Robin Diana and Carol about this and
Carol suggested we do this instead of the initial proposed plan of doing a prospect at the end of
the year - all others agreed that would be a good idea.
Malika has been looking at income levels especially pledges and unsolicited and will be
discussing finding and next steps with the fundraising comm. and the board.
Malika recommends that we go with sage payment solutions for the credit card donations both
for pledges and one time donations.

•

Robin would like to find out if Sage will put deposits into batches or if they will be single
entries. If so the data entry into QB will be tedious. Malika will look into this. Since both
systems charge 3 % per donor transaction, Robin prefers Network for Good and thinks that Sage
may not have as good politics.

•

Malika is concerned that using a donor database system in addition to Sage for could result in
more onerous systems for record keeping and slower acknowledgement turnaround time, which
is the case now with Groundspring. She also thinks that having all of the information with Sage
might be beneficial for keeping up with the database technology in the long run.
Christy thinks we should call our colleagues and see what they are using for credit card
maintenance. She thinks that we should think about an alternative to Groundspring since it's a
big issue that we'll need folk's security codes to enter their info, and we would need to ask all
credit card pledges to sign up with Groundspring themselves,. Perhaps we will find an alternative
to Groundspring with better politics than Sage.
Next steps are for Malika to talk to Tracy at Sage about how deposits are done. All staff will call
colleagues to ask how they manage credit cards for recurring v. one time gifts, and whether that
system varies from their central donor database system. Christy will call Haymarket, ThirdWave
and Fund for Southern Partners. Robin will call North Star, Tides and Funding Exchange. Malika
will call Grassroots Int. and Facing History (Jen Wilsea).

4. Events
RESIST invited to PRYSM annual picnic it seems no one is available to go. Dare asked us to
sponsor their event. We will be taking out an 1/8 page ad for 55. 00

•

5. Office Supplies
Blinds
Christy will order them. Tech Soup is offering to sell donor profile data for only $99 just for
today.

6. Task Review
7. Schedules
Y afreisy: taking Fridays off in August and 20 th and 21st
Malika: out third week in August
Robin: out last two weeks of August
Christy: out Friday
8. Facilitator & Note Taker for next meeting
Christy

•

•

RESIST Staff Meeting
Minutes
6/05/08

Check-ins

1. Fundraising

Malika will be taking a couple of webinars and will be taking training with Steve Wishengrad.
The fundraising comm. wants to suggest that a donor who has put Resist on their will be
highlighted in the next issue of the NL. Some staff think this would be a great way to talk about
planned giving. Other staff feel think this would take away from the essence of the NL which is
to mainly be an educational tool. Christy will take this proposal and concerns to the
Communications comm. for final approval.

2. Grants
The new grant applications were approved at the Board meeting and Robin will work to put up
the new ones on the internet.

•

3. Communications
Christy is in the middle of soliciting articles. She has one possible article from City Life/Vida
Urbana. She will be looking for more writers. Robin will brainstorm and email to her possible
writers that are more connected to Resist.

4. Board Meeting Tasks.
Board meeting went well, and there are no real tasks for staff to follow-up on.
5. Task Review
10. Schedules
Yafreisy will be taking Fridays off in June, the week of July 14 and August 20, 21, 22. Christy
will work a little later on Tuesday since she takes a Dreamweaver class later that evening. Robin
is out the week of June 22 nd . Malika will be taking off a week in August.
11. Facilitator & Note Taker for next meeting
Malika

•

•

•

•

Staff Tasks

Yafreisy

Malika

Fundraising

Christy

Finances
_Finish registering/filing in each state

Start Sage webinars
Training with Steve Wishen__grad
Groundspring

Set up trainin_g time with Meredith

Robin

Newsletter
Solicit next issue
r

Finances
Finish registering/filing in each state
Call Robert Morrison attorney

_Fun_jr~ sing Proposal on Planned Giving

-E-Communications
Fundraising
Fundraisin
_ _Meet with M re: BBB and Charity Navigator

Finances
Office
Time Sheets

Get training from Meredith on budget

Web Site

+-

Office
T ime S_he_e_ts_ _
Back up computer

Back up computer
-

r----

Grants
Office
Time Sheets
Back up computer

Grants
Data enter August Cycle
r- -'-----~

___ Send Reminder/ Eduardo Angulo

_

Web Site
Get new grant ap s u on website

Office
- Time sheets
~
ntinue research on new copier
Back u computer
r

Data Entry

ecutive Meeting

Grants
Data enter August Cycle

Board R&R

Contact candidates su

